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ABSTRACT
This report presents the results of a review of Florida's
teacher certification system, administered by the Department of Education.
The review addressed: (1) how Florida should regulate teachers to ensure that
they are professionally qualified and possess the credentials, knowledge, and
skills to provide a quality education; (2) who should administer teacher
certification; and (3) whether a process has been established to assess
whether the current teacher certification system is effectively meeting its
intent. Conclusions and recommendations include: Florida would not be
assuring that its teachers were professionally qualified if it did not
regulate teachers or regulate teachers using registration; the disadvantages
of licensure warrant caution; the Department of Education should administer a
teacher certification system; Florida needs to establish a thorough
certification system; Florida's certification requirements are similar to
those of other states; performance measures need to be developed; and the
proposed certification system does not include a student performance
assessment element. Recommendations focus on: the type of performance-based
teacher certification system to adopt; what the State Board of Education
needs to ensure when approving a performance-based system; and the need for
the Board of Education to develop goals and objectives for teacher
certification. The appendix presents a response from the Department of
Education. (SM)
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knowledge and skills to provide a quality education
by promoting student learning. Florida's System
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SUMMARY

No. 95-1*0

Reiriew o
Florida's Teacher- Cortificaticin Systein

Iimiiim=mmE.
purpose

This review addressed three areas:

How shOUld* Florida regulate teachers in order to

ensure that they are professionally qualified and,
possessr,,the credentials, knowledge, and skills to .
provide a quality education'?
Who should, adthinister teacher, certification? and.

Has a process been established to'assess Whether the ,
current
Teacher Certification System is effectively,
.
.
meeting its,intent?
,

Background

.

.

Florida regulates ,individnals who teach in public:Schools by
requiring that they be certified: 'Section :131.145,
provides'_that the "purpOse of teacher. 'certification 'is tO:,
protect the educational; intereits, of students, ,parentS,,, and
Ithe public by assuring ',that teachers in -this state are.professionally qnalified, The' state requires teachers, to
renew their certificate every five', years' tol promote
Continued profesSional competency: As: of May, 1995, ,
there Were 195;623 certified teachers in FlOrida.
.

Conclusions and
Recommendations

.

The' general rationale for regulating occupations
professions is ,that the state ,should use its police power to
protect ,the -health, safety-, and 'Welfare., of its citizens by
ensuring qnality in services offered to' the public.

Teachers Should :Be
.Regulated :ThrOugh
eertificatiOn
-

Teachers' should; be regulated to' ensure -that:, they are
qualified; the profession has , minimum' standards.,,
professionalism is increased; accountability is provided to
the state; and contMuity is maintained,between 'distritts.,
We evaluated ,the feasibility Of three regulatOry approaches
picensnre, certification, and, registration> and 'the- effect of
not regulating teachers.: We conCluded dtat-the- state wonld
not be assuring that , its teachers.. were professionally
qualified And meef certaM uniform criteria for 'employment

-

if, it did riot, regulate teachers or, rekulated teachers using
registration.. :The advantages of licensure appear to be very
beneficial to the public and the profession. However, the
disidirantages (lack of accessibilitY, and 'flekibilitS/) warrant
caution in utilizing licensure. Certification, as a regulation
,policy; .provides some degree of-both minimum knowledgeand protection of the public,. While remaining, flexible for
'applicants.
Certification establiShes ,,standards .td help
ensure that teachers are qualified; provides a Mechanism to
oversee, the teaching profession, 'and enhances,
professionaliSin for ,certified; teachers., ConSequently,' the.,
Degislature should. 'continue ta' require that teachers be
certified.

Department of
Education Should.
Administer Teacher
Certificatio

Currently, ,the Department of Education

is statutbrily

assigned the respOnsibility for certifying Florida's teachers.,
However, we evaluated the feasibility of other
organizational placement options:
the, Department Of
tddubatiOn (DOE), ithe Department of _Business :and
ProfessiOnal Regulation (DBPR), the EduCation Standards.
Commission,: school districts, profeSsional association's
Florida Association 'of Science Teachers, Florida
Educiiion, Associated-United, Florida .7reaching

Syste

Profession/ational tduCation .ssoCiation), and a ,private
organization (privatization).

,Each of the options offer :advaniages -and disadliantageS.*However,' -unlike the: other optionS; 'DOE 'appears,:to meet

moit -of the criteria uSed to aSsesS the options: 'If the
Legislature chooses to transfer the Teacher Certification
SYsteni to:another: entity, another optiOn 'Would be`DBPR.
Although bBPR is-the only 'other entity that'lias experience
, in regulating a s,profession, Continuity with other support
ServiCes for teacher-certification, May be inipaired.- Vor
exaMPle,' pa8 Offers teacher_ SeOices in: the .areas Of Staff
developraent and ,teaCher: eduCation.. ,. We, therefore, -,-Concluded that the Departnient-!Of Education should retain
.
,
responsibility,
for, administering _the Teacher Certification ,
.

,

,

System.

.

..

,

A Process Has Not Been
Established to Assess
Whether the 'Teacher
certificatiOn Systim Is
Meeting Its Intent

,

Florida should establish, a certifitatidn system that evaluates
the', relationship between certification requirements;-teicher
.
,
-perfOrmance, and-- student Verforinarice to determine:,
-.whether, the ,Systeni is Meeting.' its ,-,intent of' ensUring that
.

I

teacher's are prOy,idirig quality : 'educatiOn.:: l.'The teicher--!
perfOrtnance 'asSeSSment elernent Currently.iiiicluded in ,t.he
.,SYstem could-2' be : iMptoved.' In addition; the -StUdent
performande asSesStrient element .doeS -'nOt, require evidence
. :of an
applicant'. s .;:'sucCeSs in fostering learmng as a
.

:

.

.

Certification tequirement
,

FlOrida's,CertifiCation
Requirements Aye Sirnilar,fo
=
Those of Oiher: States-.

'Florida is , similar -to ,..15 other stateS Ake !reviewed in thatits
teacher certification 'system -includes- educational , testing

and..lteachet-Centeted :perfOrinance ,assessMent :as., initial
tequirements for. certification. The'ethiCatIonal requirement
.in Florida's. Teacher tertificaikin-Sysieth is: similar _to the
edutational requirement of other: StateS. Every state We
revjewed 'requires prospective, teachers to pass at.4east one.' test:.
Eight States, including Florida, haVe a classtOorn,;:
.

'observation' coMponent- -4;' -assess:: .the._ teaCherS performance
in the'classroiiiii.-- .The MinimUm's `..kor these .-reqUireMentS,-

however, vary among the states. .

-Performance MeaSurei Need .. Neithet
Departinent of -EclucatiOn nor --the flbrida
to 13e pcvelopea
"
EdUcatiOn..,Standaids,-COnunission (ESC) 'have establiShed
goals and objectives :pr., assessing 2, ;Nvhether.. teacher
CettifiCatioii,

intent

is meeting

establiShe& in

':,statute.

provideS that teaChers certified in.
he: state poSsesS' the, crederitials,::Icnowledge, ,andl
neceSsary .--to provide quality eduCation: Clearly defined
and '''peasiiteS'shOuld: be developed 'tO - evaluate the
,
effectiveness of teacher certification in. meeting sits ,intended

Sedion' 23,1.145,

,

.

,

.

:Although 'outcome measuies kir asseSsine the effectiveness
of the Teacher Certification .SySiem have riot .been
developed, the Department has, eStablished sorrie process-:otiented effiCienCy' :Measure's! to Use 'in evaluating its i
implementation Of the '. teacher ceitifiCation lirequireMents:
PideesS-otiented'..: efficiencYr. 'rheaSures can proVide
inforination 'that 'IS useful in oPeratiOnal :planning 'and
.

-

internal..budgeting effarts1

.

,

.'..

propoiediCerOfication.,

There:lis a nationwide trend 'in, teaCher ,certification-that is

Sy'ocnytopeg :Not.:inelitide a

centered bi USing:StUderit aCconiplishMentS as 'Aiti,eleinent in:

tUdent,Peiformanee '

:the process_of certifying teachers; None of the ;,15' states_
we reyiewed ,have. 'a :student-centered', performance:,
asseSsnient: :eleMent-' in their teacher Certifitation

Asiessment`,Eleinent';
.

,

.

hoWever, ,iS in the ,JiroCesS of `sieVeloPing: a: teacher
',Certification <gyStein. that :,,
indlitde : a itudent
performance eleMent, Althotigh,,,the::prOposed, Pew systein

-Ainder 4eVelOpMent, by the, EduCatiOn Standar0CoininigSiOn
inCOrporates :ai;teacher-:Centere& perfcirmanCe, assessment
elethenf, it does not ''itiChide., 'a student-I_ perforntander, aSsesSment elentent to'-eyahtate Whether: teaCherS:.shotild

A 'Critical isSite
,tertifiCation eleMent will be '"deterMiniiiif the Mechanism
instrUrnent used:,]to doCunie4. ',evidence ,of. stUdent

.
The,,I.legiilature 'should adopt a performance-based teacher
, certification system . sthat: contains -both teacher4?ased. and '
student=based ,perforinance agsement, elemenit.lor .initial
.

certifitatiOn and; receilifica,tion.-

...

.

e State BOard of EduCation, in approving a
perforinance-base&,leaCher certifitation systeni, shoUld

'.1ensUre;:that::the:,ySteni:...,,:(3)'inclUdes:stUderit PerfOrMance
iridiCatOrS::*neede4 ',,tii:s:aseS whether 'teiahers,i,PoSsess Yifie
CoMpetencie§ needed ,,,to",..,achieve

-perfOrMaric

sttandards.' in: Blueprint ..:,2600;';=,,(1) ;leStablishei,:,a:.,-fraMeNYorlc,

fOr the'renewal teadhirig:'CeitifiCatei-that :PiClUdeS StUdenf
',teacher:performance; :and qycontairis:quov, asSUranCe
poli6ies ands.:PrOcedureS., to: help; ensure the. systetri; will be
,.:uniformly:-:a4;COnsistentlY Unplemented:':', The pepartinent

.

,

%.and;;::the VdiiCatiOk' Standar4 COMMiisiOn;

'ibgeilier in deVeloPing this Perforniancebage certification::'
'syStern.

The State 'Board Of EdikatiOn should also develOp',gOals
and objectives for teacher ;xertification. 7 The,;Department;.'
assisted ,by the; Education Standards' Commission, ',should
identify specific:. goals,,and objectives, that could,_he. used :to:
a§seSS;,the Overall effectiveness Of the certifiCafiOn.

1
Agency :Respone

reiluirements.' The ,Department and the Commission should
also -develop outcome measures and performance
benchmarks to assess progress towards achieving- the goals
of teacher certification. Both, httennediate and long-term
outcome meashres - should- be developed to assess the
effectiveness of teacher certification. Information ,on the
effectiveness of teacher certification should be reported to
the Legislature on an annual basis. The Legislature shoUld
use this',inforination in determining whether changes should

be made to the certification reqUirements established in

The Commiisioner of the Department ,of Education (DOE),
in his response tei our repoft, agreed with our conclusions
that teachers should be regulated through certification and
that certification should be administered by DOE: He
stated, however; that the , quality assurance component, of
.

.certification should be further examined by the TeaCher
Preparation, and 'Certification Task Force which begins
meetingshortly.

10
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Review of
Florida's Teacher Certification System

CHAPTER I

Introduction: Purpose of Review
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Purpose and Scope

The Office of Program Policy Analysis and Government
Accountability reviews programs as part of its responsibility
to provide information the Legislature can use to improve
program accountability and allocate limited public
This review was made in accordance with
resources.
generally accepted government auditing standards and
accordingly included appropriate performance auditing and

evaluation methods. This review of the Department of
Education's Teacher Certification System addressed three
areas:

How should Florida regulate teachers in order to
ensure that they are professionally qualified and
possess the credentials, knowledge, and skills to
provide a quality education?
Who should administer teacher certification? and

Has a process been established to assess whether the
current Teacher Certification System is effectively
meeting its intent?

Background

Section 231.145, F.S., provides that the purpose of teacher
certification is to protect the educational interests of
students, parents, and the public by assuring that teachers in
this state are professionally qualified. Teachers certified in
Florida must possess the credentials, knowledge, and skills
necessary to provide quality education

in the state.

Certification requirements were designed to assure that
teachers in public schools possess an adequate knowledge of
teaching methods and relevant subject matter competence

and can demonstrate an acceptable level of professional
performance. In addition, the state requires teachers to
renew their certificate every five years to promote continued
professional competency.

Teachers may obtain certification in one or more subject
areas. The state currently issues 53 types of academic
teaching certificates in different subject areas and grade
levels. Examples of the types of certificates a teacher may
obtain include Art, History, Physics, Middle Grades Social
Sciences, Physically Impaired, and School Social Worker.
As of May 1995, there were 195,623 certified teachers in
Florida.

The current certification system is predicated on a four-step
process.

First a prospective teacher must apply for a

statement of academic eligibility that allows an applicant to
seek employment in the Florida Public School system. To

receive a statement of academic eligibility an applicant
must: be at least 18 years of age; uphold the principles of
both the U.S. and Florida constitutions; hold a bachelor's
degree or

higher;

meet

specialization

(course work)

requirements in a subject area; and obtain a 2.5 Grade Point

Average in a specialization area (for each subject to be
shown on the certificate). The second step involves the
teacher obtaining a two-year non-renewable temporary
certificate. The requirements of the two-year temporary
certificate are:
hold a valid statement of academic
eligibility; obtain full-time employment in a Florida public,

state supported, or non-public school with an approved
Professional Orientation Program; and submit fingerprints to
the employing school district. This certificate allows the
applicant (up to two years), while teaching in the classroom,
to complete any needed requirements for the professional
certificate. The third step involves the teacher obtaining a
five-year renewable professional certificate.
The
requirements for this certificate are: meet requirements for
the two-year nonrenewable temporary certificate; satisfy the

professional preparation (education courses) requirements;
present passing scores on the professional education test,
College Level Academic Skills Test, and Subject Area Test;
successfully complete a professional orientation program.
The fourth step is recertification. Teachers must renew their

certificate every five years through one of four options:
(1) earning a minimum of 6 semester hours of college
I The scope of our review was limited to the certification of individuals to teach
academic courses, such as Math, History, and Art. We did not review degreed and
nondegreed vocational certification.
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credits, (2) passing two subject area tests, (3) earning 120
in-service points, or (4) a combination thereof
During the 1995 Legislative session the Legislature revised

the teacher certification renewal process by shifting the
administrative responsibilities for certificate renewal from

the Department of Education to the districts.

Effective
January 1, 1996, school districts in Florida will be
responsible for renewing state issued professional
certificates for teachers employed in their district. The

districts may charge a fee not to exceed the fee charged by
the Department for renewal. However, the districts must
submit $20 of that fee to the Department to cover the cost
of the maintenance and operation of the statewide data base
and costs incurred in printing and mailing renewed
certificates. The Department is responsible for renewing

state issued professional certificates for individuals who are

not employed by a school board (teachers employed in
private schools).

Organization

The State Board of Education establishes the rules and
regulations needed to implement teacher certification. The
Florida Education Standards Commission and the Education
Practices Commission, established pursuant to ss. 231.545

and 231.261, F.S., respectively, have major roles in the
implementation of teacher certification. The Education
Standards Commission advises and makes recommendations

to the State Board and the Legislature on standards for
certification, approval of teacher education programs, and
professional conduct and the code of ethics. The Education
Practices Commission has final authority to take appropriate
disciplinary action against certified teachers as provided for
in law, which includes denying, revoking, or suspending
certificates.

of Education is responsible for
implementing the teacher certification rules and regulations
established by the State Board. The Department also
advises and makes recommendations to the State Board of
Education and the Legislature on matters concerning teacher
certification. Within the Department of Education, several
bureaus and offices are involved in the implementation of

The

Department

3
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teacher certification. However, the Bureau of Teacher
Certification within the Division of Human Resource
Development is the entity that is primarily responsible for
implementing teacher certification.
The Bureau is
responsible for determining the eligibility of applicants for
certification and issuing the appropriate certificate. The
Bureau also provides certification information and
assistance to applicants.

1111111111111111111111m=

Funding

The Legislature requires that the Department's certification
activities be self-supporting.

Department certification
activities are funded from the Educational Certification and
Service Trust fund, which is comprised primarily of teacher
certification fees. The State Board of Education established
a $56 teacher certification application fee. For fiscal year
1993-94 total receipts for the Trust Fund were $3.4 million.
Certification and recertification application fees accounted
for $3.1 million or 91% of the Trust Fund receipts. 2 Total
expenditures for fiscal year 1993-94 were $3.3 million.
Salaries accounted for $2.2 million, or 69%, of the
expenditures. The Bureau of Teacher Certification had
47 full-time equivalent positions as of September 1995.

2 The remaining 9% of the Trust Fund receipts were generated through deposits in
transit (7%), fingerprint receipts (1%), investment income (1%) and miscellaneous receipts
(1%).

4-
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CHAPTER II
Section 1
Approaches to

Regulating Teachers

Background

Findings and Recommendations
Florida should continue to use certification as a
means of regulating its teachers in order to ensure
that teachers possess the skills necessary to provide a
quality education.

The

general rationale for regulating

occupations and

professions is that the state should use its police power to

protect the health, safety, and welfare of its citizens by
ensuring quality in services offered to the public.

To determine how Florida should regulate its teachers we
reviewed the Florida Statutes, State Board of Education
Rules, and relevant literature. Additionally, we interviewed

teachers, members of the general public, conducted two
group discussions and interviewed education staff in 16
states. 3

We found that teachers and members of the public
perceived that the teaching profession needs to be regulated.
Of the 50 members of the general public that we surveyed
49, (98%) indicated that teachers should be regulated. The

members of the general public that we surveyed gave the
following reasons for why they believed the state should
regulate teachers:

to ensure quality, subject matter

knowledge and training, and ensure that the profession has
minimum qualifications. Of the 100 teachers we surveyed,
96 indicated that the teaching profession should be
regulated. Some of the reasons provided for the need to

certify teachers included: to ensure that teachers are
qualified, have subject matter knowledge and training, and
that

the

profession

has

minimum

standards

and

3 Group discussions consisted of Office of Program Policy Analysis and Government
Accountability staff, DOE staff, House Education Committee staff, Florida Association of
Colleges and Teacher Education representative, Postsecondary Education Planning

Commission staff, Education Standards Commission staff, and Florida School Board
Association staff.
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competencies; to increase professionalism, accountability to
the state, and continuity between districts.

Regulatory Approaches

Given the perception that teachers need to be regulated, we
reviewed different types of regulatory approaches that are
available. We identified three approaches from our review
of the literature: licensure, certification, and registration.
We also evaluated the impact of no regulation. The basic
distinction between certification and licensure is that
"certification" in most professions refers to certification of a
practitioner's knowledge, whereas "licensure" refers to
permission to practice by a state government. Licensure
and certification are similar in that both require that some
level of minimum competency or predetermined
qualifications be met. However, there is considerable
variation among professions with regard to licensure and
certification requirements.
For example, certification
requirements for some professions may be more stringent
than others. Furthermore, some professions require an

applicant to obtain certification before being granted a
license to practice. In Florida, teachers are regulated
through certification. Applicants do not have to be certified
to begin teaching. Rather, they are allowed up to two
years, while teaching, to meet all requirements necessary to
obtain their teaching certificate. 4 Registration, however,

only requires that an individual file his or her name and
address with a designated agency; there are no minimum
competency requirements.

Criteria for
Evaluating Approaches

From our reviews of statutes, rules, and literature and our

interviews with Department staff and stakeholders, we
identified six criteria to be used as a basis for evaluating the
approaches. Those criteria are:

Accountability to Public -- Ability to demonstrate
the public that minimum
qualifications are being met;
to

ea

standards

and

Consistency Across the State -- Ability to ensure
that teachers in all school districts meet certain

4 Individuals who teach in non-public schools in Florida do not have to be certified.

6
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uniform or consistent criteria as a condition of
employment;

Professionally Qualified Teachers -- Protects the
educational interests of students and the public by
assuring

that

teachers

possess

the

credentials,

knowledge, and skills necessary to provide quality
education;

Accessibility -- Allows access into the teaching

profession in terms of requirements that must be
met;

Flexibility -- Provides latitude within the profession
to teach various subjects; and

Professionalism -- Promotes professionalism of the
teaching profession by establishing some
expectations of its members.

Analysis of Regulatory
Approaches

Our analysis was designed to evaluate the feasibility of
implementing various regulatory approaches using the above
Additionally, for the purpose of analysis we
criteria.

assumed that all of these regulatory approaches would be
self-supporting. Currently the teacher certification program
implemented by the Department is self-supported by

applicant fees. Our analysis of each approach, based on the
six criteria, is summarized in Exhibit 1. In addition, we
describe the advantages and disadvantages for each of the
four approaches in Exhibit 2.

_
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Exhibit 1: Assessment of Regulatory Approaches

Approach/Criteria

Accountability
to the Public

No Regulation

Registration

Certification

Licensure

Does not provide a

Provides limited

Provides a mechanism of

Provides a mechanism of

mechanism of

accountability

accountability for those

who are certified

accountability for those
who are licensed

accountability

Consistency

Does not ensure that

Does not ensure that

Provides assurance that

Provides assurance that

Across the
State

teachers in all school

teachers in all school

teachers in all school

teachers in all school

districts meet certain
uniform criteria as a
condition of employment

districts meet certain
uniform criteria as a

districts meet certain

condition of employment

districts meet certain
uniform criteria as a
condition of employment

condition of employment

Does not provide any

Does not provide any

Provides some assurance

Provides some assurance

assurance that teachers

assurance that teachers

that teachers are

are professionally

are professionally

qualified

qualified

that teachers are
professionally qualified as
the certified teachers
must meet certain

licensed teachers would
have to meet certain

requirements

requirements

Limits accessibility, as

Professionally
Qualified
Teachers

Accessibility

uniform criteria as a

professionally qualified as

Very accessible, as

Very accessible, as

Some accessibility, as

teacher would not have

registration would be the

persons choosing to teach persons choosing to

to meet any requirements only requirement to enter
to enter into the teaching into the teaching

do not have be certified

profession

schools are not required

profession

teach must be licensed

(teachers in non-public

to be certified)

Flexibility

Professionalism

Provides total flexibility,

Provides total flexibility,

as there would not be
any requirements to

all teachers would be

teach a particular subject

as there would not be
teachers limited flexibility
any requirements to teach to teach in dif ferent
a particular subject
areas

Would not enhance

Would not enhance

Enhances professionalism,

Enhances professionalism,

professionalism, as

professionalism, as

as licensed teachers are

expectations for the
profession do not exist

expectations for the

as certified teachers are
expected to meet specific

profession do not exist

requirements

specific requirements

Provides certified

Source: Developed by the Office of Program Policy Analysis and Government Accountability.
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Provides no flexibility, as
licensed in specific
subject areas

expected to meet

Exhibit 2: Advantages and Disadvantages of Regulatory Approaches

No Regulation

Disadvantages

Advantages

Approaches
1.

Provides access to all persons

2.

Provides flexible hiring practices

1. Does not help assure that teachers are
professionally qualified (knowledge, skills,
competencies) since there would be no

3. No bureaucracy

Registration

1.

statewide requirements

1. Does not help assure that teachers are
professionally qualified (knowledge, skills,

Provides access to all persons

2. Provides flexible hiring practices

competencies) since there would be no
3. List of active participants

4.

Certification

1.

statewide requirements

Minimal bureaucracy

Provides access as persons are not required to

be certified to teach in non-public schools
2.

Establishes some standards to help ensure the
certified teachers are professionally qualified

required to teach in non-public schools

2. Involves bureaucracy beyond the registration

(knowledge, skills, competencies)

process as prospective teachers must provide

3.

Mechanism in place to oversee profession

documentation to the state that they have
met the requirements to be certified

4.

Enhances professionalism for certified personnel
as expectations have been established f or

certified teachers

ticensure

1. Allows non-certified personnel in the
classroom to teach as certification is not

1.

Establishes some standards to help ensure that
all teachers are professionally qualified
(knowledge, skills, competencies)

3. Limited hiring practices since public schools
require teachers to be certified

1. Provides limited access as persons are

required to be licensed to teach

2.

Mechanism in place to oversee profession

2. Limited hiring practices since all teachers
would have to be licensed

3.

Enhances professionalism as expectations would

3. Involves bureaucracy beyond the registration

have been established f or every teacher

process as prospective teachers must provide

documentation to the state that they have
met the requirements to be licensed

Source: Developed by the Office of Program Policy Analysis and Government Accountability.
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Conclusions and
Recommendations

We concluded that the state would not be assuring that its

teachers were professionally qualified and meet certain
uniform criteria for employment if it did not regulate
teachers or regulated teachers using registration. The
advantages of licensure appear to be very beneficial to the
public and the profession. However, the disadvantages

(lack of accessibility and flexibility) warrant caution in
utilizing licensure. Certification, as a regulation policy,
provides some degree of both minimum knowledge and
protection of the public, while remaining flexible for
applicants. Certification establishes standards to help ensure

that teachers are qualified, provides a mechanism to oversee
the teaching profession, and enhances professionalism for
certified teachers.
We therefore recommend that the
Legislature continue to require that teachers be certified.
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Section 2
Organizational

Placement of Teacher
Certification

The Department of Education should continue to
administer

the Teacher Certification System.
the Department of Business and
Professio ial Regulation is also a viable alternative to
administer the System.
However,

Currently, the Department of Education is statutorily

assigned the responsibility for certifying Florida's teachers.
To identify entities that could certify teachers, we reviewed
the Florida Statutes, State Board of Education Rules, and
relevant literature. Additionally, we interviewed teachers,

members of the general public, conducted two group
discussions and interviewed Education staff in 16 states. 5
the
We identified the following placement options:
Department of Education (DOE), the Department of
Business and Professional Regulation (DBPR), the
school districts,
Education Standards Commission,
professional associations (i.e., Florida Association of

Science Teachers, Florida Education Associated-United,
Florida Teaching Profession/National Education
Association), and a private organization (privatization).

Criteria for Assessing
Placement Options

From our reviews of statutes, rules, and literature and our
interviews with Department staff and stakeholders, we
identified the following criteria to be used to assess the
placement options:

Experience with regulating a profession;

Consistency in implementation (consistent
application of certification criteria across the state);
Accessible to applicants (convenience);
Continuity with other teacher services;

5 Group discussions consisted of Office of Program Policy Analysis and Government
Accountability staff, DOE staff, House Education Committee stafT Florida Association of
Colleges and Teacher Education representative, Postsecondary Education Planning
Commission staff, Education Standards Commission staff, and Florida School Board
Association staff.
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Provides accountability and control (checks and
balances);

Whether a similar placement is used in other states,
and;
m

Ease of monitoring for compliance (availability of
and accessibility to documents).

Additionally, we made three assumptions in assessing
options:

The state will continue to set policy regarding the
Teacher Certification System requirements and issue
certificates;

The Certification System would continue to be selfsupporting; and
The alternative entity would assume the same
responsibilities that the Bureau of Teacher
Certification currently has in
implementing
certification requirements, including processing
applications, determining certification eligibility,

collecting fees, and providing customer service to
applicants.

Analysis of Placement
Options

Our analysis was designed to evaluate the feasibility of
placing the Teacher Certification System with various
entities and to identify which option would be the most
effective in administering teacher certification. Our analysis
of each option is summarized in Exhibit 3. In addition, we

describe advantages and disadvantages for each of the
placement options in Exhibit 4.
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Exhibit 3: Analysis of Placement Options
1S".

N3, .

-1011,-2,6',,,.$51t..,1,.4

Y4'N,A.r.

Placement
OptionslCriteria

DOE

DBPR

Education
Standards
Commission

Experience With Regulating

Yes

Yes

No

a Profession
Consistency in

+4, :

get,:

.

Districts

Professional
Association

Private
Organization

No

No

No

School

..................... . . ... ..

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No I

No

No

No

No

No

Implementation

Accessible to
Applicants

Continuity With Other
Teacher Services

Provides Accountability
and Control

.., ....

Used in Other States

Yes

We Reviewed (n-15)

(12 States)

Ease of Monitoring

Yes

.

,.

. ..

,.

(3 States)

...... ..... ........... .. ..
Yes

Yes

f or Compliance
We identified two states (New York and Illinois) that have previously partially decentralized teacher certifica ion. New York City and Chicago issued

their own teaching certificates. However, in both cases the teacher certification function reverted back to the state.
Source: Developed by the Office of Program Policy Analysis and Government Accountability.

Exhibit 4: Advantages and Disadvantages off Placement Options
Advantages

Placement Options

Department of Education (DOE)

Disadvantages

1. Continuity with other teacher services
2. Centralized

1. Detached from other state regulatory
functions
2. Not convenient for teachers (service not

3. Prior experience certifying teachers

locally provided)

4. Continuity of policy and process
5. Easily monitored for compliance

Department of Business and
Professional Regulation (DBPR)

1. No conflict regulating its own profession

1. No prior experience regulating school
instructional personnel

2. Centralized

2. Not convenient for teachers (service not

3. Oversight at state level

locally provided)

4. Experience with regulating professions

Education Standards
Commission (ESC)

1. Professionals regulating their profession

1. Potential conflict with professionals
regulating their own profession

2. Continuity of policy and process

2. No prior experience regulating a

3. Oversight at state level

profession

School Districts

1. Provides service close to teachers

1. Duplication of certification function
among districts

2. Continuity between employer and
certification entity

2. Inconsistencies between districts in
decision making

3. Additional staff would likely be required
4. State level monitoring and accountability
more difficult as information systems
and documents would have to be

maintained by 67 district offices across
the state

Professional Associations:
(le., Florida Association of Science

1. May better know needs of teachers

1. No association currently unified

2. Providing service close to teachers

2. Not all teachers belong to an

Teachers; Florida Education

association

Associated-United; Florida Teaching
ProfessionlNational Education

3. No prior regulatory experience

Association)

4. Detached from other regulatory
functions

5. May have difficulty monitoring
Private Organization

1. May have reduced bureaucracy

1. Organization may not have experience
regulating a profession

2. State may have difficulty in oversight
of organization

Source: Developed by the Office of Program Policy Analysis and Government Accountability.
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Conclusions and
Recommendations

We analyzed the feasibility of placing the Teacher
Certification System with various entities. Each of the
options offer advantages and disadvantages. However,
unlike the other options, DOE appears to meet most of the
criteria used to assess the options. If the Legislature
chooses to transfer the Teacher Certification System to
another entity, another option would be DBPR. Although
DBPR is the only other entity that has had experience in
regulating a profession, continuity with other support
services for teacher certification may be impaired. For
example, DOE offers teacher services in the areas of staff
We, therefore,
development and teacher education.
recommend that the Department of Education retain

responsibility for administering the Teacher Certification
System.
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Section 3

Florida's Teacher
Certification System

Neither the Department of Education nor the Florida
Education Standards Commission have established
goals and objectives for assessing whether present
teacher certification require eats are n eeting

statutory intent. Florida's Teacher Certification
System has mini wum requirements designed to
ensure that teachers are qualified.
owever, the
System does ot assess whether teachers h ye the
knowledge and skills to provide a quality education
by promoting student learning. Florida's System
should use teacher and student performance
assessments for initial certification and recertification

to ensure th t teachers are effective in promoting
student learning.
Certification requirements me designed to assure that
teachers in public schools possess an adequate knowledge of

teaching methods and relevant subject matter competence
and can demonstrate an acceptable level of performance to
protect the educational interests of students, parents, and the
public at large by assuring that teachers are professionally
qualified.

To determine how Florida's Teacher Certification System
ensures that teachers possess the necessary qualifications to
provide a quality education we reviewed:
GB

The major requirements of teacher certification
systems in Florida and other states;

o New approaches to teacher certification; and
o Student-centered
certification.

performance

assessment

for

Finally, we sought to determine whether Florida's Teacher
Certification System has been evaluated as to whether it is
meeting its statutory intent of ensuring that teachers have
the knowledge and skills to provide a quality education.

16 -
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smmimmnimimnii
Major Requirements
of Teacher
Certification Systems

We reviewed the literature and teacher certification systems
in other states to identify requirements used by other states
to ensure that teachers possess the qualifications necessary
to provide quality education. We conducted telephone
interviews with certification personnel in 15 states. 6 Our

selection of the states was based on student population,
demographic data, geographic location, and literature that
identified states with innovative certification programs.
Based on our review of the literature and teacher
certification systems in other states, we identified three
major requirements of certification systems. We found that
Florida is similar to other states in that its teacher
certification system includes educational, testing, and
teacher-centered performance assessment as initial

requirements for certification. The minimums for these
requirements, however, vary among the states (see
Exhibit 5):

Educational Requirement -- Indicates .the highest
degree

required

for

certification.

Academic

background or ability has historically been the
primary criteria that states use for determining a
potential

teacher's

eligibility

for

certification.

educational requirements for
certification generally include: (a) academic degree
level (i.e., bachelor's or master's degree);
(b) program or course of study (includes specified

Specifically,

coursework in subject to be taught and education
courses); and (c) grade point average (GPA).

The educational requirement in Florida's Teacher
Certification System is similar to the educational
requirement of other states. States typically require
at least a bachelors degree and some states, such as
Florida, also have a grade point average
However, one state requires its
requirement.
teachers to have a masters degree.

6 We interviewed state certification personnel in Arizona, California, Georgia, Illinois,
Kentucky, Louisiana, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon,
South Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia.
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Testing Requirement -- Indicates what types of
tests are required for certification.
Tests are
generally used to assess: (1) mastery of basic skills

and general knowledge; (2) knowledge of subject

matter to be taught; and (3) knowledge of the
methods of teaching (professional knowledge).
Every

state

we

reviewed

requires

prospective

teachers to pass at least one test. The number of
required tests that an applicant must pass ranges
from one to three. Five states, including Florida,
require three types of tests: basic skills, subject
matter, and professional knowledge tests. Arizona,
Georgia and Oklahoma, however, require applicants
to pass only one test. Each state has minimum
educational requirements.
Therefore the tests
basically supplement the educational requirements.
Additionally, we found Florida and Virginia, unlike

the other

13

states, do not typically require an

applicant to pass the required tests before teaching in
the classroom.

Teacher Centered Performance Assessment -Typically conducted for initial certification and
usually evaluates the classroom performance of the
teacher. The performance of the prospective teacher
is assessed by an administrator and/or experienced

teacher who observes them in their classroom to
determine if they have demonstrated specific
behaviors identified as being characteristic of a
successful teacher.

Eight states, including Florida, have a classroom
observation

component

to

assess

the

teachers

performance in the classroom. In six of the eight
states this observation requirement is included as a
part of a beginning teacher mentoring and assistance
program. While this assessment system provides
information on whether a teacher possesses the skills

necessary to teach in order to be certified, it does
not determine whether the teacher is actually
effective.
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Exhibit 5: Major Requirements of Teacher Certification Systems
State
Arizona

Calif ornia

Educational (Minimum
Requirements]

Testing
ITypes of Required Testsi

Master's Degree or 40 Semester
Hours Beyond Bachelor's Degree

Basic Skills

Bachelor's Degree and 30

Basic Skills
Subject Matter

Semester Units
Florida

Teacher Centered Performance
Assessments

Bachelor's Degree and

Basic Skills

Classroom Observations in

GPA Requirement

Subject Area

Beginning Teacher Program

Professional Knowledge
Georgia

Bachelor's Degree

Illinois

Bachelor's Degree

Subject Matter
Basic Skills
Subject Area

Kentucky

Bachelor's Degree and

Basic Skills

GPA Requirement

Subject Area

Classroom Observation in
Beginning Teacher Program

Professional Knowledge
Louisiana

Bachelor's Degree and

Basic Skills

GPA Requirement

Subject Area

Classroom Observation in
Beginning Teacher Program

Professional Knowledge

New Jersey

New York

Basic Skills

Bachelor's Degree

Master's Degree

Classroom Observation in

Subject Area

Beginning Teacher Program

Basic Skills

Classroom Observation in

Subject Area

Beginning Teacher Program

Professional Knowledge
North Carolina

Subject Area

Bachelor's Degree

Professional Knowledge
Ohio

Classroom Observation in
Beginning Teacher Program

Basic Skills

Bachelor's Degree

Subject Area
Professional Knowledge
Oklahoma

Subject Area

Bachelor's Degree

Classroom Observation in
Beginning Teacher Program

Oregon

Bachelor's Degree and 45
Quarters Hours

Basic Skills
Subject Area
Professional Knowledge

South Carolina

Subject Area

Bachelor's Degree

Professional Knowledge
Tennessee

Basic Skills

Bachelor's Degree

Subject Area
Professional Knowledge
Virginia

Basic Skills

Bachelor's Degree

Subject Area
Professional Knowledge

Source:

Developed by the Office of Program Policy Analysis and Government Accountability.

c.

Classroom Observation as

part of Career Ladder System

New Approach to
Teacher Certification

Recently, the Florida Legislature and

State Board of

Education have authorized initiatives to strengthen and
enhance the performance assessment component of Florida's
certification process.
Specifically, to achieve the high
standards established in the state's education goals and the

implementation of Blueprint 2000, the Legislature has
directed the Florida Education Standards Commission to
develop a performance assessment system for certification
that assesses whether teachers are continuing to acquire
skills and knowledge beyond the minimum competencies
currently

under the Professional Orientation
Program (POP). By establishing performance expectations
beyond minimum entry level requirements, this new
performance assessment system would ensure that teachers
possess the skills to provide quality education.
assessed

Florida Education Standards Commission staff indicated that
the new performance assessment system will be comprised
of two primary parts: Educator Accomplished Practices,
and a Continuum of Professional Development. The
Educator Accomplished Practices are 12 generic principles

and key indicators that were designed to implement the
standards defined in the state's education goals. These 12

accomplished practices are intended to replace the 27
generic competencies currently assessed under POP. The
generic competencies reflect the essential skills of a
beginning teacher, while the accomplished practices and the
accompanying indicators provide descriptions or

demonstrations of an expert teacher in complex and
advanced teaching skills as well as minimum beginning
skills. The Continuum of Professional Development serves

as a framework for continuous improvement for teachers
which is based on the demonstration of knowledge and
skills. Three levels of professional competency have been
identified as part of this Continuum of Professional
Development. The levels are pre-professional, professional,
and

At the pre-professional level a
beginning teacher would be expected to demonstrate entry
level teaching skills based on the 12 competencies. A
accomplished.

teacher at the accomplished professional level would be
expected to demonstrate the highest knowledge and skills on
the Continuum of Professional Development.
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Student-Centered
Performance Assessment

We also identified from our review of the literature a
nationwide trend in teacher certification that is centered on
using student accomplishments as an element in the process
of certifying teachers. None of the 15 states we reviewed
have a student-centered performance assessment element in
their teacher certification system. Florida, however, is in
the process of developing a teacher certification system that
could include a student performance element. Although the
proposed new system under development by the Education
Standards Commission incorporates a teacher-centered
performance assessment element, it does not include a
student performance assessment element to evaluate whether

teachers should be certified. Rather than focusing on
courses taken, credit hours taken, and test scores for
demonstrating minimal competence in basic skills, this new
certification element could require evidence of a prospective
teacher's success in fostering student learning in order to be
A critical issue in implementing such a
certified.
certification element will be determining the mechanism or
instrument used to document evidence of student learning
gains.

Oregon has included student learning gains as a

requirement for student teachers in Oregon teacher
education programs. During student teaching, candidates

1.101=
Evaluation of
Teacher Certification
System

must complete two work samples that show their skill in
fostering planned student learning gains.

It is important that agencies develop goals, objectives, and
performance measures for the programs that they administer
in order that the general public, program participants, and
the agency clearly understand what is to be accomplished
and whether the program is meeting its intended purpose.

The Florida State Comprehensive Planning Act of 1972
requires

agency

management

to

develop

goals

and

objectives designed to help achieve the purpose of the
program. A goal is defined as a long-term end toward
An
which program activities are ultimately directed.
objective is a specific, measurable, and intermediate end
that is achievable and marks progress towards a goal. In
addition, the Government Performance and Accountability
Act of 1994 requires state agencies to identify performance
measures for programs to evaluate performance and assess
21
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progress in achieving program goals and objectives. These

identified measures are to be integrated into the agency
planning and budgeting process. Furthermore, agencies are

required to provide in their legislative budget requests an
evaluation of the agency's progress in achieving
performance standards for programs. The Department of
Education, Public Schools, is scheduled to submit a
performance-based budget by September 1, 1997.

Goals and Objectives

Neither the Department of Education nor the Florida
Education Standards Commission (ESC) have established
goals

and

objectives

for

assessing

whether

teacher

certification is meeting the intent established in statute.
Section 231.145, F.S., provides that teachers certified in the
state possess the credentials, knowledge, and skills
necessary to provide quality education. Clearly defined

goals and measures should be developed to evaluate the
effectiveness of teacher certification in meeting its intended
outcome.

Outcome Measures
and Performance
Benchmarks

The Department and the ESC should develop outcome
measures and performance benchmarks to assess progress
towards achieving the

goals

of teacher certification.

Department managers indicated that an outcome-based
measurement system for determining teachers' effectiveness
would be extremely beneficial. For example, an outcome-

based system could be used to verify whether teachers
certified by the state possess the knowledge and skills
necessary to provide a quality education.

Outcome measures can be grouped into two primary levels:
intermediate measures, and long-term measures.
Intermediate outcome measures provide information directly

related to the customer or client served by the program,
while long-term outcome measures provide information
about the overall effect of a program. Intermediate
outcome measures for teacher certification should provide
information about the performance of certified teachers in
Florida public schools. These measures could include the
results of school district personnel assessments systems and
opinion ratings of students, parents, and school
administrators. Long-term outcome measures should be
based on the premise that certification standards should help
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ensure the quality of education in Florida public schools.
These measures could include student performance and
achievement as measured by test scores and/or other means.

Although outcome measures for assessing the effectiveness

of the

Teacher

Certification

System have not

been

developed, the Department has established some processoriented efficiency measures to use in evaluating its
implementation of the teacher certification requirements.
Process-oriented efficiency measures can provide
information that is useful in operational planning and
Process-oriented efficiency
internal budgeting efforts.
currently used and
teacher
certification
for
measures

reported on by the Department include: (a) the accuracy
rate of determinations of applicant eligibility for
certification made by DOE staff; (b) the number of days
required to process a certification application; (c) the
accuracy of information contained in the teacher

....
Conclusions and
Recommendations

certification database; and (d) the difference between
expected and actual staff production standards. In addition

to evaluating process performance, the Department should
identify goals and objectives that can be used in assessing
whether the purpose of teacher certification is being
achieved.

All of the states we reviewed, including Florida, have
incorporated three major requirements in their certification
systems that are designed to help ensure that prospective
teachers

possess

certain

minimum

competencies

and

knowledge. We also found that neither DOE nor the ESC
has established a process for evaluating whether Florida's
Teacher Certification System meets its intent of providing
quality education. Some states, such as Florida, have
established

teacher-centered

performance

assessment

elements in order to obtain a certificate. This element,
however, does not provide a continuous assessment of
teachers performance after the initial certification stage.
None of the states we reviewed have incorporated
student-based performance assessments as part of their
certification systems.
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Florida should establish a certification system that evaluates
the relationship between certification requirements, teacher
performance, and student performance to determine whether
the System is meeting its intent of ensuring that teachers are
providing quality education.
The teacher performance
assessment element currently included in the System could
be improved.
For example, the Education Standard

Commission's accomplished practices and continuum for
professional development could be used rather than the
current minimum competencies. In addition, the student
performance assessment element would require evidence of
an applicant's success in fostering learning as a certification
requirement. A student performance assessment system
could provide individuals who meet minimum requirements,

such as a Bachelor's degree and fingerprint clearance, an
opportunity to obtain certification by demonstrating their
ability to foster student learning.

recommend that the Legislature adopt a
performance-based teacher certification system that contains
both teacher-centered and student-centered performance
assessment
elements for
initial certification and
recertification.
We

We recommend that the State Board of Education, in
approving this performance-based
system, ensure that the system:

teacher certification
(1) includes student

performance indicators needed to assess whether teachers
possess the competencies needed to achieve the student
performance standards in Blueprint 2000; (2) establishes a

framework for the renewal of teaching certificates that
includes student and teacher performance; and (3) contains
quality assurance policies and procedures to help ensure the
system will be uniformly and consistently implemented.
We also recommend that the Department and the Education
Standards Commission work together in developing this
performance-based certification system.

We recommend that the State Board of Education develop
goals and objectives for teacher certification.
The
Department, assisted by the Education Standards

Commission, should identify specific goals and objectives
that could be used to assess the overall effectiveness of the
24 -
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certification requirements. The Department and ESC should
also develop outcome measures and performance
benchmarks to assess progress towards achieving the goals
of teacher certification. Both intermediate and long-term
outcome measures should be developed to assess the
effectiveness of teacher certification. Information on the
effectiveness of teacher certification should be reported to
the Legislature on an annual basis. The Legislature should
use this information in determining whether changes should
be made to the certification requirements established in law.

List of Appendices
Appendices
A. Response From the Department of Education
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Appendix A
Response From the Department of Education
In accordance with the provisions of s. 11.45(7)(d), F.S., a
list of preliminary and tentative review findings was

submitted to the Commissioner of the Department of
Education for his review and response.

The Commissioner's written response is reprinted herein
beginning on page 28.
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Frank T. Brogan
Commissioner of Education

October 13, 1995

Mr. Jim Carpenter, Interim Director
State of Florida
Office of Program Policy Analysis
and Government Accountability
111 West Madison Street, Room 312
Tallahassee, Florida 32302
Dear Mr. Carpenter:

Your report concerning Florida's Teacher Certification System has been received by my
office, and I am pleased to have this opportunity to respond. The Office of Program Policy
Analysis and Government Accountability undertook a major effort in its examination of
teacher certification and conducted a thorough and exhaustive search. Your personnel
should be commended for their fair and comprehensive approach.
As per Section 11.45 (7)(d), Florida Statutes, I offer the following remarks relative to the
three broad recommendations contained in Chapter II:
Finding 1.

Florida should continue to use certification as a means

of regulating its teachers in order to ensure that
teachers possess the skills necessary to provide quality
education.
Response:

We agree that the Legislature should continue to certify
teachers.

Finding 2.

The Department of Education should continue to
administer the teacher certification program; however,
the Department of Business and Professional
Regulation is also a viable alternative to administer this
program.
- 28 -

The Capitol

Tallahassee, Florida 32399

(904) 487-1785

Mr. Jim Carpenter
October 13, 1995
Page Two

Response:

We agree that the Department of Education should
retain responsibility for administering teacher
certification.

Finding 3:

Neither the Department of Education nor the Florida
Education Standards Commission have established
goals and objectives for assessing whether present
teacher certification requirements are meeting statutory
intent. Florida's Teacher Certification System has
minimum requirements designed to ensure that
teachers are qualified. However, the System does not
assess whether teachers have the knowledge and skills

to provide a quality education by promoting student
learning. Florida's System should use teacher and
student performance assessments for initial certification
and recertification to ensure that teachers are effective
in promoting student learning.
Response:

Clearly we agree that student learning is the major
responsibility of teachers. However, we believe that
this component should be further studied. The role of
the employer, in most cases a school board, has not

been identified in this report. We seek a balance
between the State and local school boards in
addressing this quality assurance component.
Therefore, we cannot support Finding 3 in its current
form.

It is requested that this issue be further examined by
the Teacher Preparation and Certification Task Force
which begins meeting shortly.
Again, I thank you for your hard work and offer my appreciation to your staff.
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